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As expected, the DVD includes a 5.1 mix of the Blu-ray version with the same exclusive feature. A single featurette gives the
producers of the film the chance to discuss their experiences. The disc also includes alternate English dubs and a 2.0 DTS-HD
Master Audio. I can't say I was expecting anything more from Iron Man 2 than another messy, flawed sequel, but I have to say
it's not as bad as I expected. I know so many people hated 'Iron Man,' and I didn't really understand why at the time, but after
seeing this sequel, I understand why so many people felt that way. Iron Man 2 isn't bad; it's just kind of mediocre. It's bigger,

louder, noisier, and more scattered, but it's also a lot of fun. I'd recommend picking up this Blu-ray, which is a big upgrade
from the first disc, if you liked the first one. I know I did. That's one movie I'm excited to see again. Atomic Ranch has been a

company a long time ago working on wonderful and well-done products. In this case, they put their name on Iron Man 2, which
is a combo pack of the 4K UHD and Blu-ray with a Digital Copy for redemption on the MoviesAnywhere and

RedeemDigitalMovie.com sites. Marvel Studios brings Iron Man 2 to the 4K UHD Blu-ray as a dual-layered combo pack with a
slipcover and 4K UHD disc in a gorgeous, eco-vortex case. When redeeming the code via the MoviesAnywhere and

RedeemDigitalMovie.com services, members gain access to the 4K UHD digital version in Dolby Vision HDR and Dolby Atmos
audio. Iron Man 2 also boasts a dual-layered BD50 disc that is identical to the previous Blu-ray and 1080p version that is

housed in a black eco-vortex case with a glossy slipcover. The disc includes features exclusive to the 4K UHD Blu-ray
presentation including a Hall of Armor feature that allows fans to look at every Iron Man suit and Iron Monger in incredible

detail, 3D walkthroughs, digital 3D and a separate version for the PC.
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